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Autocatalysis and phenotypic expression of Drosophila homeotic gene
Deformed: its dependence on polarity and homeotic gene function
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Summary
Previously published experiments have shown that the
endogenous Dfd gene can be ectopically activated by its
own (heat-shock-driven) product in a subset of cells of
different segments. This results in the differentiation of
maxillary structures like cirri and mouth hooks in
places where they normally do not appear, and represents a phenomenon of autocatalysis of homeotic gene
function that differs from the normal activation process.
We show that this out-of-context activation occurs in
cells belonging to the anterior compartments of the
three thoracic and the A1 to A8 abdominal segments
and that it requires the normal function of the polarity
genes wingless (wg) and engrailed (en). The wg product,
in addition to that of Dfd, appears to be sufficient to
activate the endogenous Dfd gene in many embryonic

cells. We have studied the effect of several homeotic
genes on Dfd activation and phenotypic expression: Scr,
Antp, Ubx and Abd-B repress Dfd both transcriptionally
and at the phenotypic level, if their products are in sufficient amounts. The endogenous abd-A gene does not
have a noticeable effect, but when it is replaced by an
hsp70-abd-A gene, which produces a high and uniform
level of expression, the phenotypic expression of Dfd is
suppressed. Our results also suggest that the differentiation of cirri is induced by Dfd-expressing cells in nonexpressing neighboring cells, and that this interaction
occurs across the parasegmental border.

Introduction

The homeotic genes also bind to the promoter regions of
other homeotics (Beachy et al., 1988; Krasnow et al., 1989),
which results in transcriptional regulation between them.
The gene Antp is down-regulated by Ubx (Carroll et al.,
1986; Hafen et al., 1984; Wirz et al., 1986) and in turn Ubx
is down-regulated by abd-A (Struhl and White, 1985). Furthermore, some homeoproducts, like those of Ubx and Dfd,
bind to their own promoter and autoregulate their own
expression (Bienz and Tremml, 1988; Kuziora and McGinnis, 1988a; Müller et al., 1989; Bergson and McGinnis,
1990; Regulski et al., 1991).
There is a peculiar and unexplained fact about the
homeotic genes: the position of the ANT-C and BX-C
homeotic genes along the chromosome correlates with their
pattern of expression along the body (Lewis, 1981; Mahaffey and Kaufman, 1988). A similar correlation has been
found for the Hox-C complexes in mouse and humans
(Dolle and Duboule, 1989). Moreover, the genes acting
more posteriorly in the body suppress phenotypically those
acting more anteriorly, e.g., if two homeotic genes are activated together in the same metamere, this will acquire the
identity determined by the homeotic gene acting more posteriorly (Struhl, 1983; Busturia and Morata, 1988;
González-Reyes and Morata, 1990). A similar observation
has also been made in the mouse homeobox genes
(Duboule, 1991; Lufkin et al., 1991), where it has been

The morphological diversity along the parasegmental trunk
of Drosophila is achieved through the function of the
homeotic genes (Lewis, 1978; Sánchez-Herrero et al., 1985;
Mahaffey and Kaufman, 1988). These are clustered in the
Antennapedia (ANT-C) and bithorax (BX-C) complexes,
which together contain at least eight homeotic genes (see
reviews by Duncan, 1987; Mahaffey and Kaufman, 1988;
McGinnis and Krumlauf, 1991). Those of the ANT-C
(labial, lb, proboscipedia, pb, Deformed, Dfd, Sex combs
reduced, Scr, and Antennapedia, Antp) determine the development of the head and part of the thorax (parasegments
0-5. Martínez-Arias and Lawrence, 1985), and those of the
BX-C (Ultrabithorax, Ubx, abdominal-A, abd-A and
Abdominal-B, Abd-B) are responsible for the development
of the remaining thorax and the abdomen (parasegments 514). All the homeotic genes encode nuclear proteins with
a DNA binding domain, the homeobox (McGinnis et al.,
1984; Scott and Weiner, 1984; Gehring, 1987), suggesting
that they perform their functions by recognizing and binding to specific DNA sequences of other subsidiary genes
whose activities they regulate. Indeed, homeoproteins have
been shown to bind to a number of DNA sequences in the
genome (Desplan et al., 1985), although the number of sites
to which they bind in vivo is not yet known.

Key words: Drosophila, homeotic genes, phenotypic suppression,
Deformed, heat shock.
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called ‘posterior prevalence’. Thus, it is a phenomenon of
general occurrence, and may reflect a general property of
homeotic genes of both insects and vertebrates.
In Drosophila, phenotypic suppression has currently been
explained in terms of the phenomenon of down-regulation
described above. However, in the case of Antp and Ubx, it
has been shown that the phenotypic suppression of Antp by
Ubx can take place at the post-transcriptional level
(González-Reyes and Morata, 1990; González-Reyes et al.,
1990); the coexpression at high levels of both Antp and
Ubx proteins results in the identity dictated by Ubx alone,
that is, the Antp protein is present but made ineffective by
the Ubx protein. This indicates that the phenomenon of phenotypic suppression results from interactions between
homeotic products that may compete for the same binding
sites of downstream genes.
The homeotic gene Dfd (Chadwick and McGinnis, 1987;
Regulski et al., 1987; reviewed by McGinnis et al., 1990a)
is one of the best characterized molecularly and developmentally. It is expressed in parasegments 0, 1 and part of
the 2 and plays a critical role in determining the identity of
the maxillary segment. Dfd is a highly conserved gene;
homologs of the Drosophila Dfd have been detected in a
variety of species, including humans (Boncinelli et al.,
1988; Duboule and Dollé, 1989). Moreover, one of the
human homologs, Hox-4.2, if introduced in Drosophila,
exerts a regulatory role similar to that performed by the
endogenous Drosophila Dfd gene (McGinnis et al., 1990b),
suggesting a evolutionary conservation of the Dfd function.
The interactions of Ubx with Dfd appear to be the exception to the rule of the phenotypic suppression by the more
posterior acting gene; overexpression of a heat-shockdriven Ubx product does not completely suppress the
endogenous Dfd gene (González-Reyes and Morata, 1990),
even though Ubx acts much more posteriorly than Dfd.
Moreover, heat-shock experiments in which the Dfd protein is made ubiquitously also point to the same conclusion; structures like cirri, pattern elements characteristically
determined by Dfd (Kuziora and McGinnis, 1988a), appear
in the labial and the three thoracic segments of heat-shocked
larvae, in spite of the fact that these segments contain Scr,
Antp and Ubx proteins (see Akam, 1987 for review). However, in the abdominal segments, where other homeotic
genes are active, the presence of ectopic Dfd protein does
not result in differentiation of cirri, suggesting that some
combinations of homeotic genes can suppress Dfd. Since
the rule of the phenotypic dominance of the posterior genes
applies to evolutionary distant species (Duboule, 1991;
Lufkin et al., 1991), apparent exceptions to this rule are
worth investigating, for they may reveal insights into the
phenomenon. By using a hsp70-Dfd gene (Kuziora and
McGinnis, 1988a), the Dfd gene can be coexpressed with
other homeotic products. Although these interactions do not
occur in vivo, the conditions in which Dfd is expressed or
suppressed may help to understand how the homeotic genes
operate in normal development.
Dfd also offers another aspect of particular interest, for
it has been shown (Kuziora and McGinnis, 1988a) that heatshock-induced Dfd protein can trigger the expression of the
Dfd endogenous gene in body regions where it is not normally activated. This out-of-context activation must be dif-

ferent from the initial activating machinery and may reflect
a secondary tier of regulation that operates in the maintenance of Dfd expression in the normal domain.
We have studied the phenomenon of autoactivation of
Dfd and its dependence on polarity and homeotic genes,
and also the interactions of the Dfd product with other
homeoproducts. Our results indicate that the autoactivation
of Dfd requires the functions of the genes wingless (wg)
and engrailed (en), and is inhibited by several homeoproducts. We also show that Dfd is phenotypically suppressed
by high levels of Scr, Antp and Ubx, and by the two forms
of Abd-B proteins.

Material and methods
Mutant stocks and crosses
The hsp70-Dfd gene (HSD) was obtained from Drs Kuziora and
McGinnis. The hsp70-Antp (HSA) and the hsp70-Ubx lines have
already been described (Gibson and Gehring, 1988; GonzalezReyes et al., 1990). The hsp70-abd-A stock has recently been made
in our laboratory (Sampedro et al., unpublished data). A number
of stocks were made that incorporate the HSD gene in different
mutant combinations for polarity and homeotic genes. Mutations
at polarity genes en, wg, ptc and nkd were: Df(2R) enB (Gubb,
1985), wgCX4 (Baker, 1987), ptcIN (Nüsslein-Volhard et al., 1984)
and nkd7E89 (Jürgens et al., 1984). As ANT-C mutations we used
ScrC1 (Struhl, 1982) and labf40 (Merrill et al., 1989), which is
mutant for lab and Antp. For the BX-C individual mutations, Ubx1
(Lewis, 1978), abd-AM1 (Sánchez-Herrero et al., 1985), Abd-BM1
and Abd-BM5 (Casanova et al., 1986). In addition, the multiple
mutant combinations used were: ScrC1 AntpNS+RC3 (Struhl, 1982),
Df(3R) Ubx109 (Ubx abd-A ; Lewis, 1978), UbxMX12 abd-AM1
Abd-BM8 (Ubx abd-A Abd-B (m r )) andUbxMX16 abd-AM1 AbdBM9 (Ubx abd-A Abd-B (m r+); Casanova et al., 1987). The
combinations Antp− and Ubx abd-A Abd-B (m r+) were
obtained after crossing labf40/TM3 × ScrC1 AntpNS+RC3/TM3 and
UbxMX12 abd-AM1 Abd-BM8/TM6B × UbxMX16 abd-AM1 AbdBM9/TM6B, respectively.

Heat-shock treatments
The general rule was a single pulse of 1 hour at 36°C administered to embryos of 3 hours of age, following the protocol of
Kuziora and McGinnis (1988a). In the case of the double heat
shock with HSD and HSU or HSA, the embryos were given two
1 hour pulses to ensure a strong effect of the HSU and HSA genes
(González-Reyes and Morata, 1990; unpublished observations).

Antibody staining
The protocol that we have used is described in Macías et al.
(1990). For double labelling, we followed the protocol reported
in Lawrence et al. (1987). The embryos, after dehydration, were
embedded in Araldite (Fluka)/acetone (1:1) and dissected under
the microscope. Then, mounted in Araldite. The polyclonal Dfd
antibody was provided by Dr Paul Macdonald.

Cuticular preparations of embryos
First instar larvae were dechorionated in commercial bleach and
the vitelline membrane removed using heptane:methanol (1:1).
Then, after washing with methanol and 0.1% Triton X-100, the
larvae were mounted in Hoyer’s:lactic acid (1:1) and allowed to
clear at 60°C for at least 2 hours. The cuticles were observed
under phase-contrast optics.

Activation and phenotypic expression of Dfd
Results
Ectopic activation of the endogenous Dfd gene by the Dfd
product in the presence of a normal complement of
homeotic genes
As shown by Kuziora and McGinnis (1988a), heat induction of the Dfd product driven by the HSD gene first results
in a generalized presence of Dfd protein, but after 3 hours
it is restricted to groups of ventral cells in the thoracic and
abdominal segments. This, in addition to the normal Dfd
domain (parasegments 0 and 1 and part of 2, McGinnis et
al., 1990a). These authors also showed that the expression
in the thorax and abdomen is due to inappropriate activation of the endogenous Dfd gene. They reported, and we
have confirmed, that heat shocks given after 3 hours of
development fail to produce morphological effects, suggesting the requirement of some additional factor(s) present
in 3 hour embryos but not later.
We have investigated the compartmental origin of the
cells showing ectopic activation of Dfd by double labelling
with anti-en and anti-Dfd antibodies. A typical case is
shown in Fig. 1A; the cells containing Dfd protein are
immediately anterior to those expressing en with little or
no overlap between them. The only exception to this rule
occurs in the intersection of parasegments 2 and 3 (in the
labial segment. Fig. 2A) where there are some cells coexpressing en and Dfd. Thus, the ectopic but localized
expression of Dfd appears in the anterior compartments and
coincides in part with that of wingless (Van den Heuvel et
al., 1989) at the extended germ band period.
The Dfd protein is present in stripes of cells of the ventral ectoderm. The pattern of expression is similar but not
Fig. 1. Location of Dfd-expressing cells and ectopic cirri after
heat shock. (A) The picture shows three abdominal metameres at
the extended germ band stage after double staining for en (brown)
and Dfd (blue). There is little or no overlap for the two labels,
indicating that Dfd is activated in anterior compartment cells
predominantly or exclusively. Note that the Dfd label is
approximately coincident with wg expression. The parasegmental
boundary of one metamere is shown (A, anterior; P, posterior).
(B) Position of the heat-shock-induced cirri (arrowheads) relative
to that of the Keilin’s organs (arrows), which mark the position of
the anteroposterior compartment (parasegment) boundary in the
embryonic ventral cuticle. In the thoracic and abdominal
segments, the cirri always appear in the same position, in the
middle of the naked region, very close to the parasegmental
border.
Fig. 2. Effect of polarity genes on Dfd activation. (A, B) HSD
embryo, otherwise normal, doubly stained for Dfd (ochre) and en
(blue) proteins, showing the bands of ectopic Dfd activity. (C)
HSD wg embryo stained as in (A); the ectopic Dfd expression is
suppressed, and en is reduced. (D, E) HSD/HSW embryo
exhibiting a substantial increase in Dfd activity that in some cases
covers most of the segment, including the posterior
compartments. Staining as in (A). (B, E) Magnifications of the
posterior ends of the embryos in (A) and (D) to show that the gain
in Dfd expression in HSD/HSW is restricted to parasegment 13.
No Dfd protein can be seen at or posterior to the 14th en stripe
(A8p).
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identical in different parasegments (Fig. 3C,D). In parasegments 2 and 3, numerous cells express Dfd, whereas
parasegment 4 shows much less expression. From 5 to 12
the amount of Dfd expression is approximately the same,
it is reduced in 13 and absent in 14 and the rest of the body.
The morphological effects of the ectopic function of Dfd
have been described by Kuziora and McGinnis (1988a); the
three thoracic segments show cirri and sometimes mouth
hooks, pattern elements characteristic of the maxillary segment (Jürgens et al., 1986; González-Reyes and Morata,
1991). The cirri always appear in the same region of the
segment, approximately in the middle of the naked zone
posterior to the denticle belt. From their position relative
to that of the Keilin’s organs (Fig. 1B), which mark the
position of the anteroposterior compartment (parasegmental) boundary (Struhl, 1984), it can be seen that they originate from a region close to the border. This is approximately the same region where, as we showed above, Dfd
becomes ectopically activated, indicating that the cirri originate from cells of, or close to, the Dfd-expressing region.
In some cases, however, they differentiate just posterior to
the Keilin’s organs (Fig. 1B), suggesting a posterior origin.
Previous results (Jürgens et al., 1986; González-Reyes
and Morata, 1990) indicate that cirri and mouth hooks
derive from the maxillary segment and, within it, from the
posterior compartment (González-Reyes and Morata,
1991); in pair-rule mutants even-skipped (eve), that lack
parasegment 1 (Mdp-Mxa), cirri and mouth hooks develop,
whereas in fushi tarazu (ftz) mutants lacking parasegment
2 (Mxp-Lia), these structures are missing. In the latter experiments, the mutant embryos also contained the hsp70-Ubx
gene so that after heat shock the head fails to involute, thus
facilitating the identification and segmental allocation of
head structures (González-Reyes and Morata, 1991). The
observation that cirri originate in posterior compartments is
an intriguing one for, as we show above, the ectopic
expression of Dfd is restricted to anterior cells.
It is also of interest to note the lack of morphological
effects in the abdominal segments, even though the amount
of Dfd activity is similar in the thoracic and abdominal segments (Fig. 3C,D).
The role of polarity and homeotic genes in the ectopic
activation of Dfd
The reason for studying the effects of these genes was that
the Dfd ectopic expression shows a segmental periodic pattern, and differences attributable to segment identity, suggesting that both the polarity and homeotic genes may influence the activation of Dfd.
We have studied the effects of variations in the
expression of four major polarity genes, namely, wingless
(wg), engrailed (en), patched (ptc) and naked (nkd). Due
to the difficulty of studying larval morphology in these
mutant embryos, we have only considered the effects of
these mutations on the expression of Dfd at the elongated
germ band stage as visualized by the anti-Dfd antibody.
We first considered the effects of alterations in wg function. In the wgCX4 mutant, a null allele (Baker, 1987), the
normal domain of Dfd expression in the head is largely
unaffected, although it becomes narrower than in wild-type
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embryos. However, the ectopic bands of Dfd expression fail
to appear after heat shock, although a few cells in the labial
segment express Dfd protein (Fig. 2C). This result is consistent with the position of the bands of Dfd-expressing cells
in part of the wingless domain and suggests a role of wg

in the autoactivation of Dfd. This suggestion is strongly
supported by the following experiment in which, taking
advantage of a heat-shock wg gene (HSW; Noordermeer et
al., unpublished data), both wg and Dfd were overexpressed
at the same time. In this experiment, we observe an increase

Fig. 3. Ectopic activation of Dfd after heat shock in embryos with a normal dose of the BX-C and in several mutant combinations. (A)
Lateral view of the normal expression of Dfd in an HSD embryo at the extended germ band stage in the absence of heat shock; the protein
is mainly restricted to mandibular and maxillary segments. (B) View of an HSD embryo of the same age after heat shock to show the
periodic pattern of Dfd ectopic activation. (C, D) Ventral views of different regions of embryos like that of (B) to show more clearly the
extent of Dfd expression. Note that the amount of protein in the labial (Li) and T1 segments is greater than in the other thoracic and
abdominal segments, and also that there is very little expression in A8 and none in A9. (E) Dfd ectopic expression in Scr Antp embryos.
The increase of Dfd protein is restricted to the T1 to T3 region. (F) Dfd expression in an Abd-B (m r+) embryo. The number of cells
expressing the protein is increased in parasegment 13 but not in 14. (G) Anterior region of an embryo deficient for Scr, Antp and the three
BX-C genes. All the thoracic and abdominal segments exhibit the same and much increased activity of Dfd. (H) Dfd expression in the
posterior region of an Abd-B (m r ) embryo. The amount of Dfd product in parasegment 13 is greater than in the presence of the normal
gene, and also extends to parasegment 14 (arrows).

Activation and phenotypic expression of Dfd
in the number of Dfd-expressing cells outside the normal
Dfd domain (Fig. 2D, E), pointing to a direct role of wg in
the process. However, not all the cells show Dfd expression
indicating the existence of other factors involved in Dfd
activation. In particular, there are no Dfd-expressing cells
at, or posterior to, the 14th en stripe (Fig. 2E).
In the case of engrailed, the complete lack of normal
function in Df(2R) en B (Gubb, 1985) also results in lack of
ectopic Dfd expression, even though it normally occurs in
the anterior compartments. The domain of Dfd expression
in en embryos has been described (Jack et al., 1988): in
comparison with the wild type, the lateral maxillary cells
fail to express Dfd, while the rest appears normal. In contrast with the wg experiment, the co-overexpression of en
and Dfd (using the heat-shock en (HSE) gene; Poole and
Kornberg, 1988) does not result in an enhancement in Dfd
activation, suggesting that the effect of en is indirect, probably through its effect on wg (Martinez-Arias et al., 1988).
In the other combinations involving patched and naked
mutations, we do not find much difference with the standard situation containing the wild-type alleles of these
genes. In HSD ptc we frequently observe that the area of
ectopic Dfd expression fills the zone between normal en
stripe and the ectopic en band anterior to it (Martinez-Arias
et al., 1988), that is, the region of expanded wg activity.
The role of homeotic genes on the autoactivation of Dfd
was studied by heat inducing the HSD gene in various
mutant combinations for several homeotic genes: Scr, Antp,
Ubx, abd-A and Abd-B.
We first studied the pattern of Dfd activation in embryos
lacking Scr, Antp and the three BX-C genes. The results
are illustrated in Fig. 3G; in comparison with embryos containing a full set of homeotic genes, the number of cells
expressing Dfd is greatly increased. Also, the ectopic activation of Dfd now extends to parasegment 14. Not all the
cells of these metameres show detectable presence of Dfd
antigen, suggesting that there are additional factors inhibiting Dfd activation. The number of Dfd-expressing cells in
the thoracic and A1 to A8 segments is approximately the
same. These results demonstrate a repressing role of the
ANT-C and BX-C genes on heat-induced ectopic Dfd
expression.
Different homeotic genes have specific local effects on
Dfd expression. For example, embryos lacking Scr and Antp
activities show high levels of ectopic Dfd expression in
parasegments 4 and 5 (Fig. 3E), but the expression in the
abdomen is like that of embryos containing a normal dose
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of these genes. The effect of individual Scr and Antp mutations is restricted to the domains of those genes. In the
absence of the Ubx and abd-A genes, there is an increased
level of product in the abdominal parasegments, except in
13. Note the effect of Abd-B mutations in the more posterior segments. In Abd-BM5, a m r+ mutation (Casanova et
al., 1986), the ectopic expression of Dfd is still limited by
the posterior border of parasegment 13, but the level of
expression is higher than in the presence of the normal AbdB gene (Fig. 3F). In Abd-BM1, a m r allele, the ectopic
expression of Dfd in parasegment 13 is the same as in the
previous case, but it now extends to parasegment 14 (Fig.
3H).
Developmental interactions of Dfd with other
homeoproducts; conditions under which Dfd is
phenotypically expressed or suppressed
We next analyzed the phenotypic expression of the Dfd
gene in cells containing various homeoproducts at different
levels. Cirri and sometimes mouth hooks are used as morphological markers of Dfd expression. We utilized a segmental rather than a parasegmental description because cirri
originate from just the parasegmental border and cells at
both sides of it appear to be involved in their differentiation
(see below).
In embryos deficient for Scr and Antp, cirri and mouth
hooks are more numerous, in the prothoracic and mesothoracic segments, than in embryos containing these two genes
(Fig. 4B). There is sometimes a piece of sclerotic tissue
accompanying the cirri. These results clearly indicate that
the wild-type Scr and Antp genes partially suppress Dfd
ectopic expression in the pro and mesothoracic segments.
In Antp larvae there is also an increase in Dfd phenotypic
expression in the prothoracic and mesothoracic segments,
but the effect in the prothorax is not as strong as in the
absence of Scr.
The effects of the BX-C genes on the phenotypic
expression of Dfd are schematized in Table 1. In the complete absence of BX-C function (row 1 in Table 1), Dfd
causes the appearance of cirri in all thoracic and abdominal segments (Fig. 4C,G), including a set in the A9 segment.
The sole presence of the r function (row 2) eliminates
cirri in A9 (Fig. 4H), indicating that the r product alone is
able to suppress Dfd expression, as expected from previous
studies (Casanova et al., 1986; González-Reyes and Morata,
1990). The presence of a full dose of the Abd-B gene, con-

Table 1. Presence (+) or absence (−) of cirri in thoracic (T) and abdominal (A) segments after heat induction of the HSD
gene in different combinations for BX-C genes
Genotype

T1

T2

T3

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

A8

A9

(1) Ubx− abd-A− m−r −
(2) Ubx− abd-A− m−r +
(3) Ubx− abd-A− m +r +
(4) Ubx− abd-A+ m+r +
(5) Ubx+ abd-A− m+r +
(6) Ubx+ abd-A+ m−r −
(7) Ubx+ abd-A+ m−r +
(8) Ubx+ abd-A+ m+r +

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
−
−
−
−

+
+
+
+
−
−
−
−

+
+
+
+
−
−
−
−

+
+
+
+
−
−
−
−

+
+
+
+
−
−
−
−

+
+
+
+
−
−
−
−

+
+
+
+
−
−
−
−

+
+
−
−
−
+
+
−

+
−
−
−
−
+
−
−

For details see main text.
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Fig. 4. Phenotypic expression of Dfd in several mutant combinations for homeotic genes. (A) Morphological effect of the HSD gene in a
larva with a normal dose of homeotic genes. Cirri (arrows) appear in the middle of the naked region inbetween the ventral denticle belts.
(B) HSD Scr Antp larva. Note the greater morphological effects; there are cirri (small arrows) and pieces of mouth hooks (big arrows).
(C) HSD BX-C− larva. Cirri (arrows) are present in all abdominal segments including an extra set in A9. (D) HSD Ubx larva. Cirri
(arrows) appear in the thorax and in the A1 to A7 segments. (E, F) Ventral and lateral view of a HSD Abd-B (m r ) larva. The cirri,
indicated by the arrows in E, belong to the A8 segment, whereas those of A9 are in a more lateral position, as indicated by the left arrow
in F. (G) Higher magnification of the posterior end of the larva in C to show the two sets of cirri (arrows) of A8 and A9. To be compared
with H. HSD BX-C−r+ larva showing cirri (arrows) in A8 but absence in A9. In all cases, arrowheads mark the normal position of the cirri
in the maxillary segment

taining the m and r functions (row 3), suppresses cirri both
in A8 and A9 (Fig. 4D). Since m function is limited by the
posterior border of parasegment 13 (A7p-A8a), and it is in
this parasegment where it has the highest level of
expression (Kuziora and McGinnis, 1988b; Sánchez-Herrero and Crosby, 1988; Celniker et al., 1989; DeLorenzi
and Bienz, 1990), this indicates that it is the high levels of
m product in A8a that suppress Dfd. In contrast, lower
levels of m product in the A5-A7 abdominal region
(Kuziora and McGinnis, 1988b; Sánchez-Herrero and
Crosby, 1988; Celniker et al., 1989; DeLorenzi and Bienz,
1990) cannot achieve it (Fig. 4D). In the complementary
combination (row 6), lacking the m and r functions, cirri
appear in A8 and A9, but not in the other abdominal segments (Fig. 4E,F). The specificity of the m function for the
appearance of cirri in A8 was further tested in another com-

bination (row 7), which possesses all BX-C functions but
that of m. In these larvae cirri develop in A8.
The roles of abd-A and Ubx were tested in other combinations (Table 1, rows 4, 5 and 8). The phenotypes of these
embryos clearly indicate that the presence of cirri is independent of abd-A, but strongly dependent on Ubx (Fig. 4D).
Co-overexpression of Dfd with Antp, with Ubx, and with
abd-A
The previous results indicate that cirri can appear in segments T2 and T3 which contain Antp and Ubx products,
although the expression of Ubx in T3 is characteristically
low (White and Wilcox, 1985). We have also found that,
in the absence of Ubx, abd-A is not able to suppress cirri
in the A1-A7 segments. In principle, this is against the
expectations because, following the rule of the suppression

Activation and phenotypic expression of Dfd
by the more posterior gene, these genes should suppress
Dfd. We have tested whether the lack of suppression may
be due to an insufficient amount of product in the place
where Dfd becomes activated. Using the respective (HSA,
HSU and hsp70-abd-A, termed HSAA) heat-shock genes,
we can add together the endogenous and the heat-shockdriven product for these genes and study how they affect
the differentiation and disposition of cirri.
In the HSD/HSA experiment, we observe a transformation of the cephalic and the T1 segment toward T2, as
expected for generalized expression of the Antp product
(Gibson and Gehring, 1988; González-Reyes et al., 1990).
However, after having examined several hundred embryos,
there were only two cases showing cirri, one in T1 and the
other in T2, indicating a suppressing role of the Antp product when present in high amounts.
For abd-A (HSD/HSAA experiment), we observe a similar result; the high, uniform level of abd-A induced by the
heat shock results in the suppression of cirri in the thorax:
only five out of 118 embryos showing abdominal (HSAAinduced) transformation present cirri in the thorax. In contrast, about 80% of the HSD/+ embryos present cirri. This
result is apparently paradoxical because the endogenous
abd-A gene is unable (Table 1) to suppress Dfd in the
abdominal segments. One possible reason is that the level
of the endogenous abd-A is very low in the region anterior
to the parasegmental boundary, just where Dfd is ectopically activated. To test this possibility, we have heatinduced abd-A and Dfd in the absence of the endogenous
Ubx and abd-A genes. The result is that the high and uniform level of the heat-induced abd-A product is able to suppress Dfd: of a total of 25 HSD/HSAA Ubx abd-A
embryos, only seven show some cirri, and these all were
embryos showing mild abdominal transformation, that is,
those in which the HSAA gene had not been highly
expressed. Interestingly, the great majority of cirri appeared
in the abdominal segments.
However, in the case of Ubx (HSD/HSU experiment), we
frequently find that the heat-shocked embryos show the sum
of the Dfd and Ubx induced transformations. For example,
13/52 (25%) of the HSD/HSU larvae showed cirri, in the
thoracic segments transformed into A1. Although this frequency of transformation is lower than in the HSD/+ genotype, which is around 80%, we often observe cirri even in
cases of extreme A1 transformation, which require high
levels of Ubx product.

Discussion
Ectopic autoactivation of Dfd
All the developmental effects of the HSD gene are mediated by the endogenous Dfd gene (Kuziora and McGinnis,
1988a), which becomes inappropriately activated by the
exogenous Dfd product. Since the normal activating process
(Jack et al., 1988; Jack and McGinnis, 1990) cannot require
the presence of Dfd product, this must be a different procedure to trigger Dfd expression, which has its own specific
activating machinery. There are three factors involved in
the process: (1) the Dfd protein, (2) some polarity genes,
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especially wg, and (3) the products of several homeotic
genes of the ANT-C and BX-C. Since these alone do not
account for all the facts observed, there must be other elements involved in the process.
The role of the Dfd protein is well established by McGinnis’ group (see review by McGinnis et al., 1990a), the autocatalytic sites have been found in the Dfd promoter. We
deal here with the roles of polarity and homeotic genes in
the process.
Our results indicate that wg plays an important role in
the ectopic expression of Dfd, which is suppressed in wg
mutants and enhanced after heat induction of the HSW gene
(Fig. 2). In particular, the heat-shock experiment is significant for it shows that just the Dfd and wg products alone
are able to trigger the mechanism of Dfd autoactivation. wg
appears to be required only in the early phase of the activation process, because the heat-shock-driven wg product
lasts only about 1 hour (Noordermeer et al., unpublished
data) and the endogenous Dfd gene remains active for several hours after the heat shock. In this context, it is of interest to note that wg is also involved in the autocatalysis of
Ubx in the visceral mesoderm (Thuringer and Bienz, personal communication) and plays a role in the activation of
labial in the visceral mesoderm (Immergluck et al., 1990).
The lack of ectopic Dfd expression in en mutants may be
explained by the loss of wg function in these mutants
(DiNardo et al., 1988; Martinez-Arias et al., 1988). This
interpretation is consistent with the lack of effect of en overexpression on Dfd autoactivation. We have not studied the
effect of other polarity genes (apart from ptc and nkd), but
the fact that the ectopic Dfd expression is not exactly coincident with wg expression, suggests that others of these
genes might be involved. The temporal specificity (3 hours
of development) of the induction of Dfd autocatalysis also
indicates the requirement of some early factor that cannot
be wg, present through all the embryonic period (Van den
Heuvel et al., 1989). Altogether, these observations may
indicate a possible role for polarity genes in the control of
homeotic function after their initial activation. This view is
also consistent with the temporal pattern of activity of many
polarity genes, which spans embryonic and larval life, just
like the homeotic genes (see review by Wilkins and Gubb,
1991).
Dfd autoactivation has been studied in various mutant
combinations for different homeotic genes. In the absence
of Scr, Antp and the BX-C genes, the amount of Dfd activity
and the extent of its morphological effect is greatly
increased (Fig. 3G), indicating that their wild-type alleles
have a repressing role. Their specific effect is local and
according to their particular pattern of expression. The elimination of Scr and Antp raises Dfd expression in T1 and T2
segments, but there is no alteration in the abdominal segments. Conversely, the elimination of the BX-C genes produces an increase limited to the abdominal segments. The
individual contribution of each homeotic gene to Dfd
repression is variable; the wild-type allele of Ubx reduces
but does not completely eliminate Dfd activity, which
spreads along the Ubx domain (Fig. 3). Similarly, the abdA gene has little effect on the ectopic activation of Dfd,
possibly because the part of the segment where Dfd is more
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strongly expressed contains low expression of abd-A (Karch
et al., 1990; Macías et al., 1990).
The Abd-B gene has a clearer effect on Dfd activity. The
m element reduces it to a very low level in parasegment
13, and the r element eliminates it completely in parasegment 14 (Fig. 3D). It is significant that the enhancing effect
of the HSW gene is restricted to the m domain, but cannot
transgress the repressing effect of the r element (Fig. 2),
emphasizing once again the strong capacity of the r product to repress any homeotic activity (Casanova et al., 1986;
González-Reyes and Morata, 1990).
Phenotypic suppression of Dfd by other homeotic genes:
Dfd follows the rule of the phenotypic dominance by the
more posterior gene - with some qualifications
As stated in the Introduction, the expression of Dfd appears
to be the exception to the rule of the phenotypic dominance
by the posterior genes; when Dfd is expressed in thoracic
segments that contain Scr, Antp and Ubx products, it can
alter the identity of those segments, so that they differentiate structures like cirri, characteristic of a cephalic (maxillary) segment. The observation, however, that in the
absence of Scr and Antp the phenotypic expression of Dfd
is increased, indicates that these two genes, at their normal
level of expression, partially suppress Dfd. Moreover, when
Antp is expressed at higher levels, by using the heat-shock
Antp gene, Dfd expression is completely eliminated.
The interactions of Dfd with Ubx also indicate a suppressing role of Ubx. This gene is normally expressed from
parasegment 5 to parasegment 13. The amount of product
is very low in 5, high in 6 and then gradually decreases in
posterior parasegments to a low level in 13 (White and
Wilcox, 1985). Heat induction of Dfd in the presence of a
normal Ubx gene, produces cirri in T3, but not in A1 or
more posterior segments, suggesting that the high levels of
Ubx in A1, but not the low ones in T3, suppress Dfd. This
is supported by the effect of HSD in Ubx embryos, where
cirri are found in all abdominal segments except in A8. As
neither the endogenous abd-A nor Abd-B prevent cirri
differentiation in the A1 to A7 segments (see Table 1 and
below), these experiments suggest that, just like Antp, Ubx
alone is able to suppress Dfd, provided that it is in a sufficiently high concentration.
However, to our surprise, high levels of Ubx product in
the double heat-shock HSD/HSU only suppress cirri partially, even though a Ubx induced A1 transformation,
requiring a high level of Ubx product, is observed. We do
not have a satisfactory explanation for this; one possibility
might be that, unlike the endogenous Ubx gene, the HSU
only encodes a form of Ubx protein, which might be less
efficient to suppress Dfd than the others. Besides, the
exogenous Ubx protein only lasts for a few hours
(González-Reyes and Morata, 1990), and this may not be
sufficient to prevent the autocatalytic expression of Dfd.
Of the homeotic genes studied, only the endogenous abdA appears not to suppress Dfd expression. The presence of
abd-A product in HSD Ubx embryos does not prevent cirri
differentiation in the abd-A expression domain. Our experiments strongly suggest that the reason for this lies in the
differences of the expression domains of the heat-induced
Dfd gene and the endogenous abd-A. The ectopic

expression of Dfd in HSD embryos is localized just anterior to the en stripe, precisely the place where the expression
of abd-A is lowest (Karch et al., 1990; Macías et al., 1990),
so the concentration of abd-A product is too low to suppress Dfd. When this level is raised using the HSAA gene,
then Dfd is suppressed. Moreover, the exogenous abd-A
product can do it by itself as demonstrated by the
HSD/HSAA Ubx abd-A experiment.
The phenotypic suppression of Dfd by the Abd-B products is very clear. The elimination of the m and r proteins
in the null Abd-BM1 mutant results in the development of
cirri in A8 and A9, correlated with the increase or de novo
presence of Dfd product in those segments. Using mutants
defective in either m or r forms (Table 1), we can show
that the appearance of cirri in A8 depends on the absence
of the m protein, while in A9 it depends on r. It is worth
noting that the m protein is also present in lower amounts
in segments A5 to A7 (Celniker et al., 1989; DeLorenzi and
Bienz, 1990), but it only suppresses Dfd in A8, indicating
that the suppression of Dfd requires a high amount of m
protein.
Thus, in all these cases, the correlation between pattern
of expression and phenotypic suppression is maintained, but
the repressing homeoproducts have to be in sufficiently
high amounts. This is significant, for it suggests that the
phenotypic suppression depends not only on the intrinsic
property of the homeoproduct, but also on its concentration, which in turn favours a model of suppression based
in competition for binding sites. One might speculate from
these observations that one reason for the phenotypic suppression by the more posterior genes is simply that posteriorly acting homeoproducts are more concentrated in the
cells.
Transcriptional regulation versus phenotypic suppression
between homeotic genes
The results obtained with Dfd also bear on the problem of
regulatory interactions between homeotic genes and the
phenomenon of phenotypic suppression (González-Reyes
and Morata, 1990). We find a correlation between transcriptional down-regulation and phenotypic suppression
even though the latter can occur if transcriptional downregulation is impeded (González-Reyes et al., 1990). For
example, in the case of HSD Scr Antp embryos, the
increase in the morphological effect of the heat shock (Fig.
4B) correlates with an increased level of Dfd expression in
parasegments 4 and 5 (Fig. 3E). Similarly, the presence of
cirri in the abdominal segments in the different mutant combinations for the BX-C is accompanied by higher levels of
Dfd protein in those segments (compare Figs 3, 4)
A possible explanation to link these phenomena is based
on the mode of action of homeoproteins, which act as transcriptional activators by binding to the promoters of the
genes they regulate: the downstream genes. This is the principal morphogenetic function of the homeotic genes and the
one that ultimately establishes the identity of the different
metameres. In addition, at least in some cases (Beachy et
al., 1988; Müller et al., 1989; Regulski et al., 1991), the
homeotic genes enhance and maintain their own transcription by autocatalysis; their products bind to their own promoters.
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We believe that both phenotypic suppression and transcriptional regulation may be the result of the same phenomenon of competition for binding sites. Phenotypic suppression may result if one of the homeoproteins has stronger
affinity for the same binding sites of the downstream genes,
thus dictating the identity. Transcriptional down-regulation
may simply result from competition for transcriptional
enhancing sites of the homeotic genes. The protein with
strong affinity may block the enhancing function of the
autocatalytic product. The case of the r protein of Abd-B
may illustrate the point. It may bind to the Ubx promoter
more strongly than the Ubx protein, but may be unable to
enhance Ubx transcription. In the case of the ectopic
expression of Dfd, the Antp or Abd-B proteins probably
occupy the autocatalytic site and inhibit the maintenance
circuit.
Are cirri originated by induction across the parasegmental
boundary?
One striking aspect of the experiments reported in this paper
concerns the origin of cirri. According to the following
arguments, they should originate in the posterior compartment of the maxillary segment: (1) they often appear posterior to the Keilin’s organ that marks the position of the
parasegmental boundary (Struhl, 1984); (2) they are present
in eve mutants, where parasegment 1 (Mdp-Mxa) is missing but the Mxp compartment is present; (3) they are lacking in ftz mutants, where parasegment 2 (Mxp-Lia) is missing.
However, the following arguments would suggest that
their presence depends on the expression of Dfd in anterior
compartment cells: (1) the appearance of cirri depends on
the ectopic expression of the endogenous Dfd gene, which
is, as we show above, restricted to the anterior compartments. (2) After heat induction of the HSD gene, the differentiation of cirri in A8 depends exclusively on the absence
of the m function (see Fig. 4 and Table 1), which ends at
A8a (Casanova et al., 1986; Boulet et al., 1991).
In our opinion, the best way to explain these observations is by invoking the process of induction, so that Dfdexpressing cells in the anterior compartment induce the
differentiation of cirri in cells immediately adjacent, but
located at the other side of the parasegmental border. Interactions across parasegments are not unknown; wg and en
(DiNardo et al., 1988; Martinez-Arias et al., 1988) are
mutually required to maintain their expression. Also, the
differentiation of some embryonic and adult structures is
based on an induction mechanism: the development of the
gastric caeca requires Scr expression in the visceral mesoderm, although Scr is only present in cells posterior to the
cells that form the gastric caeca (Reuter and Scott, 1990);
the mother cell of the leg bristles induces a nearby cell to
differentiate as a bract; cell marking shows that the induced
cell originates from a different lineage (Garcia-Bellido,
1966). Similarly, the differentiation of the ommatidia in the
eye is based on recruitment of cells of different lineages
(Lawrence and Green, 1979).
Another possible explanation is that the cirri may originate from both anterior and posterior cells. This is also not
without precedents; even a single pattern element like the
‘bristle of doubt’ in the antenna (Morata and Lawrence,
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1979) can be differentiated by anterior or by posterior cells.
Also, some bristles in the tarsi can have anterior or posterior provenance (Lawrence et al., 1979). We believe, however, that this explanation is unlikely here because we
would have expected cirri to be present in both eve and ftz
mutants, and we find that they are lacking in ftz.
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